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Give the GIFT OF LIFE
and proud to be an

ORGAN DONOR

MYTH : If you agree to donate your organs, the 

hospital staff won't work as hard to save your life.

FACT : When you go to the hospital for treatment, 

doctors focus on saving your life — not somebody 

else's. You'll be seen by a doctor whose speciality most 

closely matches your particular condition.

MYTH : Maybe I won't really be dead when they sign 

my death certificate.

FACT : Although it's a popular topic in the tabloids, in 

reality, people don't start to wiggle their toes after 

they're declared dead. In fact, people who have 

agreed to organ donation are given more tests (at no 

charge to their families) to determine that they're 

truly dead than those who haven't agreed to organ 

donation.

MYTH : I'm too old to donate. Nobody would want my 

organs.

FACT : There's no defined cut-off age for donating 

organs. The decision to use your organs is based on 

strict medical criteria, not age. Don't prematurely 

disqualify yourself. Let the doctors decide at the time 

of your death whether your organs and tissues are 

suitable for transplantation.

MYTH : If I had pledged before, I can not change my 

mind to un-pledge later.

FACT : You can unpledge organ donation at any time. 

Just let us and your family know that you have 

changed your mind regarding organ donation pledge.

MYTH : There is religious objections to donate Organs 

and Tissues?

FACT : No, none of our major religions object to 

donate organs and tissues, rather they all are 

promoting and supporting this noble cause. If you 

have any doubts, you may discuss with your spiritual 

or religious leader or advisor.

SAVRAM FOUNDATION  is  a non prof i t  

nongovernmental charitable organisation in India, 

established in 2017, which strives for bringing hope 

and support to the last stage patients and their family 

by the help, support and pledge of many potential 

donors. The Vision of the foundation is to eradicate 

reasons for shortage of organs and to spread 

awareness about organ donation in India, encouraging 

people to “Pledge to Donate” their organ after death so 

that lakhs of human lives can be saved every year.

Don't let these Myths confuse you:

“ BECOME AN ORGAN DONOR, THIS IS THE

LAST BUT BEST GIFT YOU CAN GIVE

TO HUMAN KIND ”

“ SOULS ARE MADE FOR HEAVEN

ORGANS FOR EARTH.... ”



WHAT IS ORGAN DONATION

NEED FOR ORGAN DONAION IN INDIA

WHY DONATE?

WHAT CAN YOU DONATE?

HOW CAN YOU BECOME AN ORGAN 
DONOR?

3D’S OF ORGAN DONATION

WHO CAN BE AN ORGAN DONOR?

Organ Transplantation and Donation is permitted by 

law, and covered under the "Transplantation of Human 

Organs Act 1994", which has allowed organ  donation  

by live  &  Brain-stem Dead donors. 

Organs are the parts of body which performs a specific 

function in our body such as kidney, heart, lungs, eye 

etc. Organ donation is a surgical procedure to replace 

a diseased organ with a healthy organ; it is often the 

only treatment for organ failure.

There are only few causes/acts in life nobler than 

donating our organs. Organs are the most valuable 

legacy one can leave behind. Instead of getting 

charred or returning to dust after death, the organ can 

give a second life to many and you die as a hero.

The need of organs is very high, but on the other hand 

the awareness and promotional activities for organ 

donation is very less in India, Today, in this era of 

globalization people are still surrounded with 

misconception and myths regarding organ donation.

If you are 18 years of age you may pledge to donate 

your organs by signing up either online at 

 or offline by filling up the 

donor form.

www.savramfoundation.org

DECEASED OR BRAIN DEAD DONOR : Any one 

regardless of age, race, caste, religion or gender can 

become an organ donor after his / her death. Brain 

death is the irreversible and permanent cessation of all 

brain functions. When the blood and oxygen flow to a 

patient's brain has ceased and the brain is no longer 

functioning in any capacity and never will again, the 

patient is termed as brain dead. In such cases all vital 

organs continue working till life supporting systems 

are removed and can be donated to others.

Nearly 5,00,000 people are forced to untimely 

death every year in India due to non availability 

of organs.

In India the country of 1.2 billion people, the PMP 

i.e. persons as organ donor per million population 

is just 0.08 as compared to 25.6 in USA, 32 in 

spain.

Every 2 minute a person is added to the waiting 

list for organs.

Every year nearly 10,000 organs are illegally 

traded in India.

Every year, around 1,00,000 people are brain 
dead in India.

One organ donor can save up to 8 lives and help 
improve lives of up to 50 persons.
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DISCOVER

DECIDE

DISCUSS

the facts about organ and 
tissue donation

Frequently asked questions

Understanding donation

Register your decision with
SAVRAM Foundation

your donation decision with 
family and friends

Who needs to know?

How to start the discussion

“ HELP SOMEONE  LIVE AFTER YOUR DEATH ” 

“ DONATE ORGANS ”
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